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About This Content

A top secret government communications facility responsible for intercepting and decoding the enemy’s transmissions has gone
radio-silent. In a desperate attempt to turn the tides of the secret war, Special Agent Carter and his squad must investigate the

incident, eliminate any threats, and make contact with personnel in order to bring the facility back online and make sense of the
mysterious code.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Service Pack 2 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 DUO 2.4 GHz / AMD Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX9 Compatible ATI Radeon HD 3870 / NVIDIA 8800 GT

Storage: 12 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: Incompatible with Intel HD 3000 Integrated Graphics
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Multi doesn\u00b4t work. Im left handed, and the game wont let me configure the arrow keys.. You can eviscerate Nazi's on the
moon with laser guns... a great change of pace from my regular multiplayer gaming regimen.. DayD: Through time. Jurassic
Rush is a time\/resource management game with dinosaurs and robots! It has nice graphics, okay music and it functions well.
You collect resources, remove obstacles, build quarries, sawmills, etc. It's similair to the 12 Labors of Hercules series and is a lot
of fun! Pick it up if you are a fan of the genre.. I cannot stress enough how much i like this game, i was playing this game when
it was still known as Powerboat GT, and i simply loved everything, the different boats, the weapons, the physics, the masterfully
crafted and beautiful maps, the very chill soundtrack, the sense of speed. To this day i havent found a game like this and the
company behind this game created something truly wonderful, wish it had more recognition though. Also might i add, this is one
of the very few games that the price is too cheap, that is not for me to decide though.

Overall 10\/10 genuinely. Would recommend.. Fun game, and definitely works you out. Downsides are there are no options to
restart while you are in the middle and sometimes hooks don't register as hits.. I have really enjoyed this game thus far, while
initially seeming a little sparse, I very quickly realised that there is actually alot of nuance and interesting interactions between
mechanics. The traits for your soldatos, capos and your don, for example, at first seemed a little generic and boring, until I
realised they stack on top of each other in the geographic divisions of the game, allowing interesting stacking and builiding of
modifiors and alot of interesting possibilities there alone! This game is teeming with things like that, the mechanics all feel well
thought out and nuanced.

The game is also very thematically sound with money being the sole driving purpose and primary resource of everything you do,
your actions are abstracted in a brilliant way, almost simulating the dissonance between the leader of a criminal syndicate and
the carnage they create. You will end up killing dozens of people, in the cold pursuit of money, and you will not see any of it, it
is purely impersonal and just numbers.

It very much feels like a good boardgame and one can see that the devs were going for that in a way with the design of the map,
the one menu you have in the game, looks like a boardgame, and it works. It is a compact, well thought out and surprisingly
nuanced game.

I do have a few light criticisms of the game, that are a little annoying, but that I am sure will be addressed in future patches:
- the lack of tutorial makes starting the game a little jarring, although there is a glossary button at the top of the screen that
explains all of the game mechanics well, it is never pointed out to you.
- the ui feels a little oversized, perhaps it is just due to having a lower resolution, but it takes up about 2\/5ths of the screen at all
times at least, it makes it feel slightly clutered. I think it could do well with slightly scaling down the ui elements slightly.
- the music is nice, however there are a small number of tracks and they very quickly start to repeat, a small gripe, but worth
mentioning

I will definately be playing more of this in the coming days, and I'm excited to see what will be done with this game and this
studio in the future, and I wish them luck.. Ok. Picked it up, on sale. What animation there was was intriguing. Wasn't expecting
too much. I think cryptic puzzles are a virtue.

Get this game. I think there is a prequel too. This would make a great gift for some puzzle hound in your life.. Pleasant enough.
You get to ride down a river (good water graphics) while looking at tree covered hills (average graphics even with clarity turned
up), but if you set the time of day to dusk you really dont notice.

The only thing letting it down is the music. It sounds like something you would get at the end of a really emotional movie, you
know the one where they saved the world but one of the main characters died.... anyway you cannot turn it off and it is on
perpertual loop. Spoils the serenity of the thing.

Will play with this occasionally on mute, and pipe some classical music thru my stereo instead...
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I installed in , and it doesnt play music in game, how do you make it work > ?. Art style is neat, world is pretty, controls are
absolute garbage. Can't rebind them as far as I can tell. Need to use something like Xpadder to bind keys to a gamepad or
something. I ran into this crap back in the 90s but in 2014 I'm like, really? WTF Really? QASD are the "action" keys that do
stuff in game, with S being jump. The arrow keys are to move. It's all backwards and for a puzzle platformer with moves like
Ninja Gaiden or Batman on the NES this is intolerable. Sorry, but pain in the♥♥♥♥♥is pain in the♥♥♥♥♥ Thumbs down..
Perhaps one of my newest survival games next to the alien games! Please keep up the good work!. I would not recommend this
as DTG have not changed\/updated anything, except the lights on the train. I am disappointed that it did not come with the
Evening Star. I have not managed to get this train when, pulling a heavy load not to have wheel slip.

It is a shame that IHH is out of business, as their version was far better than this.

If you do want to give this a go then please wait for it on sale as it is defiantly not worth it at full price.. Robert is an odd one but
I found myself clicking on everything just to see what he had to say about it. He comes across innocent but I wonder how things
play out in his head.

The story progresses pretty quickly and while there was one or 2 puzzles I had to think a little I didnt find myself randomly
rubbing items together to see what worked.

The Inner World is a hidden gem and recommended for all point and click fans.. Really enjoyed this game. I would have never
tried it if I did not get it for free but I am glad I did.. El Presidente became the new Steven Speiberg

10\/10. This game is great! Very active Developers that are constantly fixing and improving the game, as well as doing a great
job at listening to the community.

The game itself is tons of fun! If you have ever watched Star Trek or Star Wars and dreamed of piloting your own, highly
custom, space ship in whatever adventures you can think of, get his game. Don't be fooled by it's simple appearance, this game
has tons of depth!. well i don't know why but can't still get black screened, wz overclocked i7 4700hq and gtx 1060 so it's not
my hardware's bad. So this game is totally unplayable for me.
I reckon the game's fun and hope more people to play it
but plz check ur hardware and software status before buying it.

i could not give a possitve review and there's no neutral ones.

so negative for my wasted hard earned lil money

I have to say sorry to the devs and the other players who loved the game.
I finally played the game, and it was full of fun.
Positive and thanks, Developers and Fata1Err0r. This is an amazing game about the only thing its missing is some form of
multiplayer option or even just a two player coop option it would be the extra step in making an amazing game ground breaking
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